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GENERIC MODULES FOR GENTLE STRING ALGEBRAS
ANDREW T. CARROLL
Abstract. We describe the generic modules in each component of the space of β-
dimensional representations of certain string algebras. In so doing, we calculate dimen-
sions of higher self-extension groups Exti(M,M) for generic modules M . This algorithm
lends itself for use in determining tilting modules over gentle string algebras.
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Introduction
Let RepQ(β) be the variety of β-dimensional representations of Q. Kac posed the
following question in [14]: does there exist an open set U ⊂ RepQ(β) and a decomposition
β = β(1) + . . . + β(s) such that for each representation V ∈ U , V = V (1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ V (s)
with V (i) indecomposable of dimension β(i) for each i? Such a decomposition of β is
The author was partially supported by NSF grant number DMS-0801220.
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2 ANDREW T. CARROLL
referred to as the canonical decomposition of β, and representations in the set U are called
generic. Later, Schofield [18] and Derksen-Weyman [10] gave independent algorithms for
determining the canonical decomposition of a given dimension vector for any quiver Q,
although descriptions of the open set U are, for the most part, still unavailable.
For quivers with relations, the situation is more intricate. Representation varieties
need not be irreducible, so one needs to consider the canonical decomposition of a di-
mension vector and describe the generic representations with respect to a given irre-
ducible component. While it is generally difficult to describe the irreducible components
of representation varieties, this problem can be solved for a certain class of zero-relation
algebras by relating the representation varieties to varieties of complexes.
In this article, we give an algorithm to describe the set U in irreducible components
of representation varieties for gentle string algebras. As in [7], we determine the irre-
ducible components of these algebras by viewing the representation varieties as products
of varieties of complexes, studied by DeConicini and Strickland [9]. This work is a
generalization of Kras´kiewicz and Weyman ([17]), in which the generic modules for the
algebras A(n) are constructed.
Gentle string algebras have recently seen a resurgence in popularity. They are an
important class of algebras whose representation theory has been very well described
(see [2],[3]). More recently, they have appeared in connection with cluster algebras
arising from surfaces. From this point of view, modules without self-extension play an
important role (see [1], [6], [8]).
In [14], it is shown that for a quiver Q and dimension vector β, the decomposition
β = β(1) + . . . + β(s) is the canonical decomposition of β if and only if β(i) are Schur
roots (i.e., the generic module is indecomposable) and there are no extensions between
the generic modules of dimensions β(i) and β(j) for i 6= j. This result (with some
modifications, recalled in section 3) was extended to module varieties of finite dimensional
associative algebras by Crawley-Boevey and Schro¨er in [5]. Furthermore (see [12], [19]),
if a β-dimensional module admits no self extensions, then its GL(β) orbit is open in its
irreducible component. Thus the criterion used to determine the generic modules has
interesting connections with tilting theory.
The author would like to thank Jerzy Weyman for many helpful insights in the prepa-
ration of this article. In addition, discussions with Ryan Kinser and Kavita Sutar proved
very helpful.
1. Preliminary Definitions
Fix an algebraically closed field k. A quiver Q = (Q0, Q1) is a pair consisting of a set
of vertices Q0 and a set of arrows Q1. We denote by ta (resp. ha) the tail (resp. head)
of the arrow a. A path p in Q is a sequence of arrows asas−1 . . . a1 such that hai = tai+1
for i = 1, . . . , s− 1. We recall the definition of a gentle string algebra (which, in contrast
to the original definition, we do not assume to be acyclic).
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Definition 1.1. A finite-dimensional k-algebra A is called a gentle string algebra if it
admits a presentation kQ/I satisfying the following properties:
i. each vertex is the head of at most two arrows, and the tail of at most two arrows;
ii. for each arrow b ∈ Q1 there is at most one arrow a with ta = hb and at most one
arrow c with hc = tb such that ab /∈ I and bc /∈ I;
iii. for each arrow b ∈ Q1, there is at most one arrow a with ta = hb and at most
one arrow c with hc = tb such that ab ∈ I and bc ∈ I;
iv. I is generated by paths of length 2.
A coloring of a quiver Q is a map c : Q1 → S with S a finite set such that c−1(s) is
a directed path for each s ∈ S. The elements of S will be called colors. For a coloring
c of a quiver, define by Ic the ideal Ic =< ba | ha = tb and c(a) = c(b) > (these are
monochromatic paths of length two). We will say that a quiver with relations kQ/I
admits a coloring if I = Ic for some coloring c of Q. Not all zero-relation algebras admit
colorings, but the following rather simple result is shown in [7].
Proposition 1.2. If Q is acyclic, and kQ/I is a gentle string algebra then there is a
coloring c of Q such that I = Ic.
In this article, we consider gentle string algebras kQ/I admitting colorings.
1.1. Representation Spaces. Recall that for a dimension vector β ∈ NQ0 the variety
of representations of kQ/I is given by
RepkQ/I(β) =
{
(Va)a∈Q1 ∈
∏
a∈Q1
Homk(k
βta , kβha) |
∑
p∈kQ1
apV (p) = 0 whenever
∑
p∈kQ1
app ∈ I
}
where V (p) is the composition of the maps corresponding to the arrows in the path p.
The algebraic group GL(β) =
∏n+1
i=1 GL(βi) acts linearly on RepkQ/I(β), and orbits of
this action correspond to isoclasses of modules.
If there are no relations, then the above variety is simply an affine space. Otherwise,
RepkQ/I need not be irreducible. In case the algebra does admit a coloring, the irreducible
components can be explicitly described by extending results of DeConcini-Strickland [9].
Irreducible components are parametrized by rank sequences, defined below.
Definition 1.3. Suppose that c is a coloring of Q, and β is a dimension vector. A map
r : Q1 → N is called a rank map for β (with respect to the coloring c) if for each path
a2a1 with c(a2) = c(a1), we have r(a2) + r(a1) ≤ βha1 . A rank map is called maximal if
it is so under the partial ordering given by r ≤ r′ if r(a) ≤ r′(a) for all a ∈ Q1.
Denote by RepkQ/Ic(β, r) the set of representations (Va)a∈Q1 ∈ RepkQ/Ic(β) such that
rankkVa ≤ r(a) for a ∈ Q1. Notice that if (Va)a∈Q1 ∈ RepkQ/Ic(β) is a representation
of dimension vector β, then the function a 7→ rankkVa is a rank map, and certainly an
invariant for the action of GL(β). In fact, we have the following which is proven in [7].
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Proposition 1.4 ([7],[9]). Suppose that c is a coloring of Q such that kQ/Ic is a gen-
tle string algebra, and let β be a dimension vector. Each irreducible component of
RepkQ/Ic(β) is of the form RepQ,c(β, r) where r is a maximal rank map for β.
By abuse of notation, we will say the pair (Q, c) is a gentle string algebra if kQ/Ic is.
2. The Up-and-Down Graph
In this section, we construct a graph for each irreducible component of RepQ,c(β) when
(Q, c) is a gentle string algebra. In section 3 we will construct a module from each such
graph.
Denote by X ⊂ Q0 × S the set of pairs (x, s) such that there is an arrow a of color s
incident to the vertex x. We define a sign function, which will dictate how the graph is
constructed.
Definition 2.1. A sign function on (Q, c) is a map  : X→ {±1} such that if (x, s1), (x, s2)
are distinct elements in X, then (x, s1) = −(x, s2).
The following lemma is not used in the remainder of the article, but is recorded here
for completeness.
Lemma 2.2. If there are no isolated vertices in Q, then there are 2|Q0| sign functions
on (Q, c).
Proof. Let E be the set of all sign functions on (Q, c). We will define a bijection between
this space and {±1}Q0 . Namely, for each x ∈ Q0, select a color sx ∈ C such that
(x, sx) ∈ X. If  is a sign function, denote by  ∈ {±1}Q0 the vector with x = (x, sx).
For  ∈ {±1}Q0 , let  : X→ {±1} be the extension of the map  by
(x, s) =
{
(x, sx) if s = sx
−(x, sx) otherwise
These maps are mutual inverses, so indeed |E| = |{±1}Q0| = 2|Q0|. 
Definition 2.3. Fix a quiver Q with coloring c, a dimension vector β, and a maximal
rank map r. For any sign function  on (Q, c), denote by ΓQ,c(β, r, ) the graph with
vertices {vxi | x ∈ Q0 i = 1, . . . , βx} and edges as follows (see figure 1 for a visual
depiction): for each arrow a ∈ Q1 and each i = 1, . . . , r(a)
a. vtai v
ha
i if (ta, c(a)) = 1, (ha, c(a)) = −1,
b. vtai v
ha
βha−i+1 if (ta, c(a)) = (ha, c(a)) = 1,
c. vtaβta−i+1 v
ha
i if (ta, c(a)) = (ha, c(a)) = −1
d. vtaβta−i+1 v
ha
βha−i+1 if (ta, c(a)) = −1, (ha, c(a)) = 1.
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We will call the graph ΓQ,c(β, r, ) an up-and-down graph.
Such a graph comes equipped with a map w : Edges(ΓQ,c(β, r, ))→ Q1 where w(e) = a
if e is an edge arising from the arrow a. The vertices vxi will be referred to as the vertices
concentrated at level x. Figure 1 depicts the various edge configurations in ΓQ,c(β, r, )
for different choices of  at the tail and head of an arrow.
Figure 1. A local picture of edges in ΓQ,c(β, r, ) with a ∈ Q1, x = ta,
y = ha, and s = c(a), and varying choices of .
Proposition 2.4. Let ΓQ,c(β, r, ) be an up-and-down graph. Then
a. If a vertex is contained in two edges e, e′, then c(w(e)) 6= c(w(e′));
b. Each vertex in ΓQ,c(β, r, ) is contained in at most two edges (therefore Γ consists
of string and band components).
c. A connected component of an up-and-down graph is again an up-and-down graph.
Proof. For part (a), suppose that vxi is a vertex in Γ incident to two edges e and e
′ where
c(w(e)) = c(w(e′)) = s. It is clear from the definition of the edges that w(e) 6= w(e′).
Since there is at most one outgoing and at most one incoming arrow of color s relative
to x, it can be assumed that w(e) = a1 and w(e
′) = a2 where h(a1) = t(a2) = x and
c(ai) = s. Suppose that (x, s) = 1 (the other case is identical). Then by definition 2.3,
i ≤ r(a2), and i ≥ βx− r(a1) + 1. But r is a rank map, so βx ≥ r(a1) + r(a2). Therefore,
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i ≥ r(a2) + 1 and i ≤ r(a2), a contradiction. For part (b), if a vertex vxi in Γ is contained
in three edges, then by part (a) the arrows corresponding to the edges are of three
different colors, and all incident to x, which is false by assumption that kQ/Ic is a gentle
string algebra. Finally, suppose that γ is a connected component of ΓQ,c(β, r, ). Let us
suppose that γ has β′x vertices at level x for each x ∈ Q0, and has r′(a) edges labeled a
for each a ∈ Q1. Then γ = ΓQ,c(β′, r′, ) (this is not simply isomorphism of graphs, but
one that preserves the labeling of edges and levels of vertices). Let us label the vertices
in ΓQ,c(β
′, r′, ) by {wxi | x ∈ Q0, i = 1, . . . , β′x}. Let f : ΓQ,c(β′, r′, ) → ΓQ,c(β, r, ) be
the homomorphism of graphs defined as follows: f : wxi 7→ vxγi(x) where γi(x) is the i-th
vertex in γ at level x. It is clear that the image of this map is precisely the graph γ, and
that f gives a bijection between ΓQ,c(β
′, r′, ) and γ. 
Remark 2.5. It is worth noting that distinct sign functions give rise to a different
numbering on the vertices of the graph Γ, but do not change the graph structure. In
fact, if  and ′ differ in only one vertex, x (say), the graphs ΓQ,c(β, r, ) and ΓQ,c(β, r, ′)
differ only by applying the permutation i 7→ βx−i+1 to the vertices {vxi | i = 1, . . . , βx}.
We will soon see that the families of modules arising from different choices of  coincide.
Here we collect some technical definitions and notations to be used concerning these
graphs. We will extend the terminology of Butler and Ringel ([3]) slightly. Let ΓQ,c(β, r, )
be an up and down graph. A vertex vxj′ is said to be above (resp. below) v
x
j if j > j
′
(resp. j < j′). We will depict the graphs of ΓQ,c(β, r, ) in such a way that above and
below are literal.
A vertex vxj in ΓQ,c(β, r, ) will be referred to as a source (resp. target) if t(w(e)) = x
(resp. h(w(e)) = x) for every edge e containing it. A 2-source (resp. 2-target) is a
source (resp. target) incident to exactly two edges. We will denote the sets of such
vertices by S(Γ), T (Γ), S2(Γ), and T 2(Γ), respectively.
To a path p = vxnin en . . . v
x1
i1
e1v
x0
i0
on ΓQ,c(β, r, ), we will associate a sequence A(p)
of elements in the set alphabet Q1 ∪ Q−11 (that is the formal alphabet with characters
consisting of the arrows and their inverses), with
A(p)i =
{
w(ei) if t(w(ei)) = xi−1
w(ei)
−1 if t(w(ei)) = xi
.
Such a path p will be called direct (resp. inverse) if A(p) is a sequence of elements in
Q1 (resp. Q
−1
1 ).
Finally, a path p will be called left positive (resp. left negative if A(p)n ∈ Q1 and
(xn, c(en)) = 1 (resp. −1). Analogously the path is called right positive (resp. right
negative) if A(p)1 ∈ Q1 and (x0, c(e0)) = 1 (resp. −1).
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Example 2.6. Consider the quiver below with coloring indicated by type of arrow:
1
r1 //
g1
))
2
r2 //
p2
))R
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR 3
4
b1
///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o
p1
55lllllllllll
5
g2
55
b2
///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o 6
Let us say that the color of the arrow ai is a in the above picture. Let β, r be the pair
depicted in the following:
3 /.-,()*+3 //
/.-,()*+2III
III
I
$$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I
4 /.-,()*+1 //
/.-,()*+2III
III
$$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
1
2 /.-,()*+2 //
/.-,()*+2uuuuuuu
::uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
3
/.-,()*+1uuuu
::uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
/.-,()*+1 // 2
and −1(1) = {(1, g), (2, p), (3, g), (4, b), (5, b), (6, p)} (so −1(−1) is the complement in
X). Then ΓQ,c(β, r, ) takes the following form:
v
(1)
1
r1
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
g1
v
(2)
1
p2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I v
(3)
1
v
(1)
2
r1
g1
v
(2)
2
p2
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
Q
v
(1)
3
r1 ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
v
(2)
3
v
(2)
4
r2
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
v
(4)
1
b1 +k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k+k
+k+k
p1
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
v
(5)
1
b2 /o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o v
(6)
1
v
(4)
2
p1
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
b1
/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o v
(5)
2 v
(6)
2
v
(5)
3
g2
i. The vertices v
(1)
1 , v
(1)
2 , v
(1)
3 , v
(4)
1 , v
(4)
2 are sources, and v
(2)
3 , v
(5)
2 , v
(3)
1 , v
(6)
1 , v
(6)
2 are tar-
gets.
ii. The path v
(6)
2 e2v
(2)
1 e1v
(1)
3 with w(e1) = r1 and w(e2) = p2 is a direct path that
is left positive (since (6, p2) = 1), and right negative; while v
(4)
1 e2v
(2)
3 e1v
(1)
1 with
w(e1) = p1, w(e2) = r1 is not a direct path.
2.1. Some Combinatorics for Up-and-Down Graphs. The proof of the main the-
orem requires an explicit description of the projective resolution of the modules arising
from up-and-down graphs. In this section, we collect some technical lemmas concerning
the structure of the graphs ΓQ,c(β, r, ) to be used in describing the projective resolution.
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Lemma 2.7. Let vxj be a vertex in ΓQ,c(β, r, ), and suppose that
p = vxj elv
xl−1
il−1 . . . v
x1
i1
e1v
y
i
is a left direct path ending in vxj .
A. If p is left negative direct, and vxj′ is above v
x
j , then there is a left negative direct
path
p′ = vxj′e
′
l−1v
xl−1
i′l−1
. . . vx1i′1
e′1v
y
i′
with A(p′) = A(p). Furthermore,
A1. vyi′ is above v
y
i if and only if (y, c(w(e
′
1))) = 1;
A2. vyi′ is below v
y
i if and only if (y, c(w(e
′
1))) = −1.
B. If p is left positive direct, and vxj′ is below v
x
j , then there is a left positive direct
path
p′ = p′ = vxj′e
′
l−1v
xl−1
i′l−1
. . . vx1i′1
e′1v
y
i′
with A(p′) = A(p). Furthermore,
B1. vyi′ is below v
x
j if and only if (y, c(w(e
′
1))) = −1;
B2. vyi′ is above v
x
j if and only if (y, c(w(e
′
1))) = 1.
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on the length of p. Suppose that p = vxj e1v
y
i
with A(p) = a. If p is left negative direct, then (x, c(a)) = −1. By definition of the
graph Γ, then, j ≤ r(a). But vxj′ is above vxj if and only if j′ < j. By definition 2.3 (a),
(c), there is an edge e′1 terminating at v
x
j′ labeled a, so p
′ = vxj′e
′
1v
y
i′ . If (y, c(a)) = 1,
i = j and i′ = j′, so indeed i′ < i, implying that vyi′ is above v
y
i . On the other hand, if
(x, c(a)) = −1, then i = βx − j + 1 and i′ = βx − j′ + 1, so i′ > i, and vyi′ is below vyi .
The other direction is also clear for [A1] and [A2].
Now suppose that p is left positive direct of length one, i.e., (x, c(a)) = 1. Write
p = vyi e1v
x
j . By definition of Γ, then, j ≥ βx− r(a) + 1. Suppose that j = βx− jˆ+ 1, and
j′ = βx − jˆ′ + 1. Since vxj′ is below vxj , we have that j′ = βx − jˆ′ + 1 > βx − jˆ + 1 = j, so
jˆ′ < jˆ. Indeed, j′ > βx−r(a)+1, so by definition 2.3 (b) or (d), there is an edge e′1 labeled
a terminating at vxj′ . (y, c(a)) = −1 if and only if i = βy − jˆ + 1 and i′ = βy − jˆ′ + 1,
i.e., i′ > i, so vyi′ is below v
y
i . (y, c(a)) = 1 if and only if i = jˆ and i
′ = jˆ′, i.e., i′ < i, so
vyi′ is above v
y
i .
Now assume that [A] and [B] are true for all paths of length at most l − 1. Suppose
that
p = vxj elv
yl−1
jl−1 el−1v
yl−2
jl−2 el−2 . . . e1v
y
i
is left negative direct, and vxj′ is above v
x
j . By the first step, there is a path v
x
j′e
′
lv
yl−1
j′l−1
with w(el) = w(e
′
l).
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Case 1: (yl−1, c(w(e′l))) = 1 if and only if v
yl−1
j′l−1
is above v
yl−1
jl−1 . But by proposition 2.4,
(yl−1, c(w(el))) = −(yl−2, c(w(el−1))), so
p˜ = v
yl−1
jl−1 el−1 . . . e1v
y
i
is left negative direct. So by the inductive hypothesis, since p˜ is of length l − 1,
we have a path
p˜′ = vyl−1j′l−1 e
′
l−1 . . . e
′
1v
y
i′
with A(p˜) = A(p˜′). Taking p′ = e′lp˜′, we have a left negative direct path p
′
terminating in vxj′ . Again, by the inductive step, v
y
i′ is above (resp. below) v
y
i if
and only if (y, c(w(e1))) = 1 (resp. −1).
Case 2: (yl−1, c(w(e′l))) = −1 if and only if vyl−1j′l−1 is below v
yl−1
jl−1 . By proposition 2.4,
(yl−1, c(w(el))) = −(yl−2, c(w(el−1))), so
p˜ = v
yl−1
jl−1 el−1 . . . elv
y
i
is left positive direct. By the inductive hypothesis, there is a path
p˜′ = vyl−1j′l−1 e
′
l−1 . . . e
′
1v
y
i′
with A(p˜) = A(p˜′). Taking p′ = vxj′e
′
lp˜
′, we have a left negative direct path p′
terminating in vxj′ . By the hypothesis, v
y
i′ is above (resp. below) v
y
i if and only if
(y, c(w(e1))) = 1 (resp. −1).
The same argument hold if p is left positive direct, interchanging the terms ‘above’ and
‘below’. 
Here we collect some properties that determine what types of extremal vertices occur
in which levels.
Lemma 2.8. Let ΓQ,c(β, r, ) be an up-and-down graph, and let a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Q1 be
colored arrows as indicated in the figure:
a1
))TTT
TTT
y
a2 55jjjjjj
b2
))
b1
55
i. If vyj is a 2-source (resp. 2-target), then r(a1) + r(b1) > βy (resp. r(a2) + r(b2) >
βy);
ii. Let m1 = max{r(a1), r(b2)} and m2 = max{r(b1), r(a2)}. Then if vyj is an isolated
vertex, m1 + m2 < βy (in particular, there are neither 2-sources not 2-targets
vertices at level y);
iii. If vyi is a 1-target contained in an edge labeled by a1 (resp. b2), then r(b1)+r(b2) <
βx (resp. r(a1) + r(a2) < βx).
Proof. We prove only (iii), since the others are similar. Suppose that vyi is a 1-target
contained in an edge labeled a1. If r(b1) + r(b2) = βy, then each vertex at level y would
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be contained in an edge (either labeled b1 or b2), including v
y
i . But this contradicts the
assumption. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that there is a sequence of arrows a1, a2, a3 ∈ Q1 with c(a1) =
c(a2) = c(a3), h(a1) = t(a2) = x1, and h(a2) = t(a3) = x2. If r is a maximal rank map,
then we have the following:
i. if r(a1) + r(a2) < βx1 then r(a2) + r(a3) = βx2
ii. if r(a2) + r(a3) < βx2 then r(a1) + r(a2) = βx1.
Proof. Suppose that both r(a1) + r(a2) < βx1 and r(a2) + r(a3) < βx2 . Define by r
+ the
rank map with r+(a2) = r(a2) + 1 and r
+(b) = r(b) otherwise. r+ is a rank map and
r+ > r, contradicting the assumption of maximality of r. 
3. Up-and-Down Modules
We will now define a module (or family of modules) MQ,c(β, r) based on two addi-
tional parameters, later proving that the isomorphism class of this module (or family of
modules) is independent of these parameters. Fix Q, c, β, r,  as described above. Recall
that proposition 2.4 guarantees ΓQ,c(β, r, ) is comprised of strings and bands. Let B(Γ)
be the set of bands and fix a function Θ : B(Γ)→ Vert(ΓQ,c(β, r, )) with Θ(b) a target
contained in the band b.
Definition 3.1. For λ ∈ (k∗)B(Γ), denote by Mλ := MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ the representation
of Q given by the following data. The space (Mλ)x is a βx-dimensional k vector space
together with a fixed basis {exj }j=1,...,βx . The linear map (Mλ)a : (Mλ)ta → (Mλ)ha is
defined as follows: if vtaj and v
ha
k are joined by an edge e labeled a, then
(Mλ)a : e
ta
j 7→
{
λbe
ha
k if there is a band b with Θ(b) = v
ha
k and (ha, c(a)) = 1
ehak otherwise.
If there is no such edge, then (Mλ)a : e
ta
j 7→ 0. If there are no bands in ΓQ,c(β, r, ), denote
by MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ) the subset of RepQ(β) containing this module. If there are bands, then
denote by MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ) the set of all modules MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ for λ ∈ (k∗)B(Γ).
Example 3.2. Continuing with example 2.6, let b be the unique band in ΓQ,c(β, r, ), and
take Θ(b) = v
(6)
1 . For λ ∈ k∗, the module MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ is given by the following:
Proposition 3.3. Every representation in the set MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ) is a representation of
the gentle string algebra (Q, c).
Proof. If a1, a2 ∈ Q1 are arrows with ha1 = ta2 and c(a1) = c(a2), then by proposition 2.4
there is no path v1
e1 v2
e2 v3 in Γ with w(e1) = a1 and w(e2) = a2. Therefore,
a2a1(e
x
i ) = 0 for all x ∈ Q0, i = 1, . . . , βx. Since Ic is generated by precisely these
relations, each module in MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ) is indeed a kQ/Ic module. 
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V1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0



0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

// V2
0 λ 0 0
1 0 0 0


[
0 0 0 1
]
// V3
V4

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

??

0 0
0 1
1 0

// V5
[
0 0 1
]
??
1 0 0
0 0 0

// V6
The definition appears highly dependent on both  and the choice of distinguished
vertices Θ. In the following proposition, we show that the family does not depend on Θ.
Proposition 3.4. The family MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ) does not depend on the choice of vertices
Θ.
Proof. This proof is a simple consequence of [3] (cf. Theorem page 161). Indeed, suppose
that b is a band component of some MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ. Denote by Mb,λb the submodule
corresponding to this band, and ωb a cyclic word in Q1 ∪ Q−11 which yields this band.
Recall that Butler and Ringel produce, for each such cyclic word, a functor Fωb from
the category of pairs (V, ϕ) with V a k-vector space and ϕ : V → V and automorphism,
to the category RepQ,c. The indecomposable module Mb,λb is isomorphic to the image
under this functor of the pair (k, λb) where λb : x 7→ λb · x. Butler and Ringel show
that the family Mb,λb for λb ∈ k∗ is independent of cyclic permutation of the word ωb.
(They show the image of the functor Fωb itself is independent cyclic permutations of ωb.)
Therefore, any choice of vertices Θ yields the same family MQ,c(β, r, ). 
Henceforth, we drop the argument Θ, and when necessary we make a particular choice
of said function.
3.1. Main Theorem and Consequences. The following statement constitutes the
main theorem of the article, although its corollaries are the applicable results. In partic-
ular, it allows us to show that the representations MQ,c(β, r) are generic. The remainder
of the article will be primarily concerned with proving this theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let B(Γ) be the set of bands for the graph ΓQ,c(β, r, ).
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a. Suppose that λ, λ′ ∈ (k∗)B(Γ) with λb 6= λ′b′ for all b, b′ ∈ B(Γ). Then
dim Ext1kQ/Ic(MQ,c(β, r, )λ,MQ,c(β, r, )λ′) = 0.
b. Suppose that ΓQ,c(β, r, ) consists of a single band component. Then
dim Ext1kQ/Ic(MQ,c(β, r, )λ,MQ,c(β, r, )λ) = 1.
Corollary 3.6. If B(Γ) = ∅, i.e., ΓQ,c(β, r, ) consists only of strings, then the unique
element M ∈MQ,c(β, r) has a Zariski open orbit in RepQ,c(β, r).
Proof. If there are indeed no band components in ΓQ,c(β, r, ), then by theorem 3.5 part
(a), we have Ext1kQ/Ic(M,M) = 0. The corollary then follows by ([12] Corollary 1.2,
[19]). 
If there are band components, then the analogous corollary is more subtle, although
the result is essentially the same. Namely that the union of the orbits of all elements
in MQ,c(β, r) is dense in its irreducible component. The proof relies on some auxiliary
results due to Crawley Boevey-Schro¨er [5], and so we exhibit those first. Let kQ/I
be an arbitrary quiver with relations. Suppose that Ci ⊂ RepkQ/I(β(i)) are GL(β(i))-
stable subsets for some collection of dimension vectors β(i), i = 1, . . . , t, and denote by
β =
∑
i β(i) the sum of the dimension vectors. Define by C1⊕ . . .⊕Ct the GL(β)-stable
subset of RepkQ/I(β) given by the set of all GL(β) orbits of direct sums M1 ⊕ . . . ⊕Mt
with Mi ∈ Ci.
Theorem 3.7 (Theorem 1.2 in [5]). For an algebra kQ/I, Ci ⊂ RepkQ/I(β(i)) irreducible
components and t defined as above, the set C1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ct is an irreducible component of
RepkQ/I(β) if and only if
ext1kQ/I(Ci, Cj) = 0
for all i 6= j.
Corollary 3.8. In general,
⋃
λ∈(k∗)B(Γ)
OMλ is dense in RepQ,c(β, r).
Proof. Enumerate the connected components of ΓQ,c(β, r, ), c1, . . . , ct with ci a band for
i = 1, . . . , l and a string for i = l + 1, . . . , t. Let β|i, r|i be the restrictions of β and
r, respectively, to the i-th connected component. (By proposition 2.4, each connected
component is itself an up-and-down graph, so is associated with a dimension vector and
maximal rank map.) Let Ci = RepQ,c(β|i, r|i), which is an irreducible component by
1.4. Notice that MQ,c(β|i, r|i) ∈ RepQ,c(β|i, r|i) if ci is a string and MQ,c(β|i, r|i)λi ∈
RepQ,c(β|i, r|i) if ci is a band. Thus, the Ci are irreducible and, assuming theorem 3.5 is
true, ext1kQ/Ic(Ci, Cj) = 0, so RepQ,c(β, r) = C1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ct.
Thus, all that remains to be shown is that if ci is a band, then the union of the orbits
of all elements in MQ,c(β|i, r|i) contains an open set. Indeed, if this is the case, then
denoting by Si the set GL(β|i) ·MQ,c(β|i, r|i) we have
C1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ct = S1 ⊕ . . .⊕ St.
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Suppose that β is a dimension vector and r is a maximal rank map such that ΓQ,c(β, r, )
is a single band. Let Mλ = MQ,c(β, r)λ, and denote by OMλ the GL(β)-orbit of Mλ. From
Kraft (2.7 [16]), there is an embedding
TMλ(RepQ,c(β, r))/TMλ(OMλ) ↪→ Ext1(Mλ,Mλ)
where TM(X) denotes the tangent space in X at M . By theorem 3.5, then
dimTMλ(RepQ,c(β, r))− dimTMλ(OMλ) ≤ 1.
Claim 1. Mλ is a non-singular point in RepQ,c(β, r) (and in OMλ).
Proof. Consider the construction ofMQ,c(β, r) as a specific choice of embedding a product
of varieties of complexes into RepQ,c(β, r). Namely, for each color s ∈ S, we can define
Com(β, r, s) to be the variety of representations V of (Q, c) with dimVy = 0 if (y, s) /∈ X,
dimVx = βx, and rankkVa ≤ r(a) whenever c(a) = s (clearly zero otherwise). This is the
variety of vector space complexes, and by [7], we have that∏
s∈S
Com(β, r, s) ∼= RepQ,c(β, r)
For each x ∈ Q0, let σ(x) be the matrix of the map (in the distinguished basis of
MQ,c(β, r)) corresponding to the permutation (1, βx)(2, βx−1) . . . . If V ∈
∏
s∈S Com(β, r, s),
then define by ϕ(V ) the element of RepQ,c(β, r) with
ϕ(V )a =

Va if (ta, c(a)) = 1 = −(ha, c(a))
σ(ha)Va if (ta, c(a)) = 1 = (ha, c(a))
Vaσ(ta) if (ta, c(a)) = −1 = (ha, c(a))
σ(ha)Vaσ(ta) if (ta, c(a)) = −1 = −(ha, c(a))
The map ϕ is an isomorphism, since σ(x) ∈ GL(βx) for each x. Furthermore, rankkVa =
rankkϕ(V )a. Therefore, since rankk(MQ,c(β, r)a) = r(a), there is a V ∈
∏
s∈S
Com(β, r, s)
with ϕ(V ) = MQ,c(β, r), and rankkVa = r(a). It is shown in [7] that the variety
Com(β, r, s) has a dense open orbit, given by the those complexesW such that rankkWa =
r(a). Thus,
∏
s∈S
Com(β, r, s) is smooth at V , and therefore RepQ,c(β, r) is smooth at
MQ,c(β, r). 
Hence, we have the following:
dim(RepQ,c(β, r))− dim(OMλ) = dimTMλ(RepQ,c(β, r))− dimTMλ(OMλ) ≤ 1.
If the difference is 0, then OMλ is a closed set of the same dimension as dim(RepQ,c(β, r)),
so these are equal. On the other hand, if the difference is 1, then X :=
⋃
λ∈k∗
OMλ is a closed
set. For t ∈ k∗, Mλ+t 6∼= Mλ and Mλ+t ∈ X. Therefore, dimTMλX ≥ dimTMλOMλ + 1,
and therefore dimTMλX = dim(RepQ,c(β, r)). Since X is closed, X = RepQ,c(β, r). 
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In order to prove theorem 3.5, we will explicitly describe the projective resolution of
MQ,c(β, r)λ for any β, r, and then apply the appropriate Hom-functor to the resolution.
3.2. Projective resolutions of MQ,c(β, r) and the EXT-graph. The summands in
the projective resolutions of MQ,c(β, r) depend on a number of characteristics of the
graph ΓQ,c(β, r, ). We collect the pertinent characteristics in the following list.
Definition 3.9. Let Γ = ΓQ,c(β, r, ) be a fixed up-and-down graph.
a. Denote by ISO(Γ) the set of isolated vertices in Γ;
b. Denote by S1(Γ) (resp. T1(Γ)) the set of sources (resp. targets) of degree one in
Γ. These will be referred to as 1-sources (resp. 1-targets).
c. For a vertex vxj ∈ T (Γ), we denote by lp+(vxj ) (resp. lp−(vxj )) the longest left
positive (resp. left negative) direct path in Γ terminating in vxj (if such a path
exists). Similarly, for a vertex vxj ∈ S(Γ), denote by rp+(vxj ) (resp. rp−(vxj )) the
longest right positive (resp. right negative) direct path initiating in vxj .
d. For a vertex vxj ∈ T (Γ), we denote by l+(vxj ), (resp. l−(vxj )) the source at the
other end of lp+(vxj ) (resp. lp
−(vxj )). Similarly, for a vertex v
x
j ∈ S(Γ), we denote
by r+(vxj ) (resp. r
−(vxj )) the target at the other end of rp
+(vxj ) (resp. rp
−(vxj )).
e. If vxj ∈ S1 ∪T1, let pxj be the direct path of maximal length containing vxj ;
f. If vxj ∈ S1 ∪T1, denote by [vxj ]1 ∈ Q1 be the arrow with the property that
t([vxj ]1) = x and c([v
x
j ]1) = c(w(e)) where e is the edge in p
x
j containing v
x
j ;
g. Furthermore, recursively define the arrows [vxj ]l with t([v
x
j ]l) = h([v
x
j ]l−1), and
c([vxj ]l) = c([v
x
j ]1).
h. Suppose vxj ∈ ISO. Denote by [vxj ]+1 (resp. [vxj ]−1 ) the arrow (if such exists)
with t([vxj ]
±
1 ) = x and (x, c([v
x
j ]
δ
1)) = δ. Again, recursively define [v
x
j ]
δ
l with
t([vxj ]
δ
l ) = h([v
x
j ]
δ
l−1), and c([v
x
j ]
δ
l ) = c([v
x
j ]
δ
1).
i. In case [vxj ]l or [v
x
j ]
±
l fails to exist, write h([v
x
j ]l) := ∅ (or h([vxj ]±l ) := ∅), and let P∅
be the zero object. (This is nothing more than notation to write the projective
resolution of up-and-down modules in a more compact form.)
Example 3.10. Referring again to example 2.6, we have the following aspects:
i. ISO(Γ) = ∅;
ii. v
(1)
3 is a 1-source, and p
(1)
3 is the path v
(6)
2 e2v
(2)
1 e1v
(1)
3 where w(e1) = r1 and
w(e2) = p2;
iii. r+(v
(1)
1 ) = v
(6)
1 , and r
−(v(1)1 ) = v
(2)
3 .
iv. Since ((6), b2) = −1, we have lp−(v(6)1 ) = b2g1. Similarly, rp−(v(1)1 ) = b2g1.
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To illustrate the situation (e)-(h), consider the dimension vector and rank sequence
below:
1 /.-,()*+1 ///.-,()*+0GG
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
2 /.-,()*+0 ///.-,()*+0
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
0
0 /.-,()*+0 ///.-,()*+0
;;wwwwwwwwwwww
0
/.-,()*+0
;;wwwwwwwwwwww /.-,()*+0 // 0
The associated up-and-down graph is given by
v
(1)
1
r1
v
(2)
1
v
(2)
2
In this case, v
(1)
1 ∈ S1, and [v(1)1 ]1 = r2 since the longest path containing v(1)1 is v(2)1 r1v(1)1 ,
c(r1) = c(r2), and t(r2) = (2). The vertex v
(2)
2 is isolated, and in this case, [v
(2)
2 ]
+
1 = p2
and [v
(2)
2 ]
−
1 = r2.
We are now prepared to exhibit the projective resolution in the general case. Notice
that the simple factor modules of MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ are Sx for v
x
j ∈ S(Γ).
Proposition 3.11. The following is a projective resolution of MQ,c(β, r, ,Θ)λ is:
. . . // P (Mλ)2
δ(Mλ)1// P (Mλ)1
δ(Mλ)0// P (Mλ)0 // Mλ // 0
where
P (Mλ)0 =
⊕
vxj ∈S(Γ)
Px
P (Mλ)1 =
⊕
vyi ∈T2
Py ⊕
⊕
vxj ∈S1 ∪T1
Ph([vxj ]1) ⊕
⊕
vxj ∈ISO
Ph([vxj ]
+
1 )
⊕ Ph([vxj ]−1 )
P (Mλ)l =
⊕
vxj ∈T1 ∪ S1
Ph([vxj ]l) ⊕
⊕
vxj ∈ISO
Ph([vxj ]
+
l )
⊕ Ph([vxj ]−l );
and where the differential is given by the following maps (we write Px,j for the projective
Px arising from v
j
x):
i. If vyi ∈ T2, vy
+
i+ = l
+(vyi ) and v
y−
i− = l
−(vyi ), then the map δ(M)0 restricts to
Py,i
 lp+(vyi )−λblp−(vyi )

// Py+,i+ ⊕ Py−,i−
if vyi = Θ(b) for some band b, and
Py,i
 lp+(vyi )−lp−(vyi )

// Py+,i+ ⊕ Py−,i−
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otherwise.
ii. If vyi ∈ T1, pyi is the longest direct path terminating at vyi , and vxj is the source at
the other end of pyi , then the restriction of δ(M)0 to Ph([vyi ]1) is given by
Ph([vyi ]1)
[
[vyi ]1A(p
y
i )
]
// Px,j .
iii. If vyi ∈ ISO, then restriction of δ(M)0 to Ph([vyi ]+1 ) ⊕ Ph([vyi ]−1 ) is given by
Ph([vyi ]
+
1 )
⊕ Ph([vyi ]−1 )
[
[vyi ]
+
1 [v
y
i ]
−
1
]
// Py,i .
iv. If vyi ∈ T1 ∪ S1, then the restriction of δ(M)l to Ph([vyi ]l+1) is
Ph([vyi ]l+1)
[
[vyi ]l
]
// Ph([vyi ]l) .
v. If vyi ∈ ISO, then δ(M)l restricted to Ph([vyi ]±l+1) is
Ph([vyi ]
±
l+1)
[
[vyi ]
±
l
]
// Ph([vyi ]
±
l )
.
We now apply the functor Hom(−,Mµ) to the complex P (Mλ)•. Recall that we have
a fixed basis for the spaces (Mµ)x for each x ∈ Q0, namely {ex1 , . . . , exβx}, relative to
which the arrows act by the description given by the graph ΓQ,c(β, r, ). So we take
{vxi  exj }j=1,...,βx the basis for Hom(Px,i,Mµ), {vxi  eh([v
x
i ]l)
j }j=1,...,βh([vx
i
]l)
the basis for
Hom(Ph([vxi ]l),Mµ) for v
x
i ∈ S1 ∪T1, and {vxi  eh([v
x
i ]
t
l)
j }j=1,...,βh([vx
i
]t
l
)
for vxi ∈ ISO and
t = +,−, relative to the aforementioned bases.
We will construct a graph EXT whose vertices correspond to a fixed basis for Hom(P (Mλ)•,Mµ)
as described above. We will partition the vertices into subsets EXT(i) for i = 0, 1, . . .
called levels. From this graph the homology of the complex can be easily read.
Definition 3.12. Let Mλ be as described above. Let EXT(l) be the sets defined as
follows.
EXT(0) = {vxj  vxj′} vxj ∈S(Γ)
j′=1,...,βx
EXT(1) = {vxj  vxj′} vxj ∈T2
j′=1,...,βx
∪ {vxj  v
h([vxj ]1)
j′ } vxj ∈T1 ∪ S1
j′=1,...,βh([vx
j
]1)
∪ {vxj  v
h([vxj ]
t
1)
j′ } vxj ∈ISO
j′=1,...,β
h([vx
j
]t1)
t=+,−
EXT(l) = {vxj  v
h([vxj ]l)
j′ } vxj ∈T1 ∪ S1
j′=1,...,h([vxj ]l)
∪ {vxj  v
h([vxj ]
t
l)
j′ } vxj ∈ISO
j′=1,...,β
h([vx
j
]t
l
)
t=+,−
and EXT the graph with vertices
⋃
l≥0
EXT(l) and edges given by
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a. vxj  vxj′ vyi  vy
′
i′ if
Hom(δ(Mλ)0,Mµ)) : v
x
j  exj′ 7→
∑
si,i
′,y,y′
j,j′,x v
y
i  ey
′
i′
with si,i
′,y,y′
j,j′,x 6= 0 between levels EXT(0) and EXT(1);
b. vxj  vx
′
j′ v
y
i  vy
′
i′ if
Hom(δ(Mλ)l,Mµ)) : v
x
j  ex
′
j′ 7→
∑
si,i
′,y,y′
j,j′,x,x′v
y
i  ey
′
i′
and si,y,i′,y′ 6= 0 between EXT(l − 1) and EXT(l).
3.3. Properties of the EXT-graph. We collect now the properties of the EXT graph
that will be used to show exactness of complex Hom(P (Mλ)•,Mµ).
Proposition 3.13. Let EXT be the graph given above
E1. There is an edge
EXT(0) 3 vxj  vxj′ vyi  vyi′ ∈ EXT(1)
in the graph EXT if vxj ∈ S2, vyi ∈ T2, vxj
p
vyi and v
x
j′
p′
vyi′ are paths in
Γ with A(p) = A(p′).
E2. If vyi ∈ T1, vxj = l±(vyi ) ∈ S(Γ) and p = lp±(vyi ), then there is an edge
EXT(0) 3 vxj  vxj′ vyi  vy
′
i′ ∈ EXT(1)
if vxj′
p′
vy
′
i′ is a path in Γ with A(p
′) = [vyi ]1A(p). Furthermore, there is an
edge
EXT(l) 3 vyi  vh([v
y
i ]l)
i′ v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]l+1)
j′ ∈ EXT(l + 1)
in EXT if there is an edge vh([v
y
i ]l)
i′
e
v
h([vyi ]l+1)
j′ in Γ with w(e) = [v
y
i ]l+1.
E3. Similarly, if vyi ∈ S1, then there is an edge
EXT(0) 3 vyi  vyi′ vyi  vh([v
y
i ]1)
j′ ∈ EXT(1)
in EXT if there is an edge vyi′
e
v
h([vyi ]1)
j′ with w(e) = [v
y
i ]1. Furthermore, there
is an edge EXT(l − 1) 3 vxj  v
h([vxj ]l−1)
j′ v
x
j  v
h([vxj ]l)
j′′ ∈ EXT(l) in EXT if
there is an edge v
h([vxj ]l−1)
j′
e
v
h([vxj ]l)
j′′ in Γ with w(e) = [v
x
j ]l.
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E4. Finally, if vyi ∈ ISO, then there is an edge
EXT(0) 3 vyi  vyi′ vyi  vh([v
y
i ]
±
1 )
j ∈ EXT(1)
in EXT if there is an edge vyi′
e
v
h([vyi ]
±
1 )
j
in Γ with w(e) = [vyi ]
±
1 . Furthermore,
there is an edge
EXT(l − 1) 3 vyi  v
h([vyi ]
±
l−1)
i′ v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]
±
l )
j ∈ EXT(l)
in EXT if there is an edge vh([v
y
i ]
±
l−1)
i′
e
v
h([vyi ]
±
l )
j
in Γ with w(e) = [vyi ]
±
l .
Lemma 3.14. There are no isolated vertices in EXT(1).
Proof. First, suppose vyi  vyi′ ∈ EXT(1) (i.e., vyi ∈ T2). If i′ < i (resp. i′ > i),
then by lemma 2.7, there is a path p′ terminating at vyi′ with A(p
′) = lp−(vyi ) (resp.
A(p′) = lp+(vyi )). Therefore, there is an edge v
x
j  vxj′ vyi  vyi′ .
Next, suppose vyi ∈ T1, and [vyi ]1 exists (otherwise, no vertex vyi  vy
′
i′ would exist in
Γ). Let p be the path of maximal length terminating at vyi , and v
x
j the source at which
p starts. Label the edge of p containing y by a1, let b2 := [v
x
j ]1, and b1 the arrow (if it
exists) with h(b1) = y and c(b1) = c(b2). By lemma 2.8, r(b1) + r(b2) < βy. Now denote
by b3 the arrow [v
y
i ]2. By lemma 2.9, r(b2) + r(b3) = βhb2 , so v
hb2
i′ is contained in an edge
with such a label. If said label is b2, then e
y′
i′ ∈ im b2A(p), and so vyi  vhb2i′ is contained
in an edge between EXT(1) and EXT(0). Otherwise, b3ehb2i′ = e
hb3
i′′ 6= 0. In this case,
vyi  vhb2i′ ∈ EXT(1) and vyi  vhb3i′′ ∈ EXT(2) are contained in an edge.
Finally, suppose that vyi ∈ ISO, and let y′ = h([vyi ]+1 ) or h([vyi ]−1 . We will show that
vyi vy
′
i′ is non-isolated for i = 1, . . . , βy′ . Note first that v
y′
i′ is non-isolated in Γ by lemma
2.9, for suppose that a0 is the arrow (if it exists) with h(a0) = y, and c(a0) = c([v
y
i ]
±
1 ). By
lemma 2.8, r(a0) + r([v
y
i ]
±
1 ) < βy, so by lemma 2.9, r([v
y
i ]
±
1 ) + r([v
y
i ]
±
2 ) = βy′ . Therefore,
there is an edge e incident to vy
′
i′ such that w(e) = [v
y
i ]
±
1 or [v
y
i ]
±
2 . In the former case,
vyi  vy
′
i′ is contained in a common edge with a vertex in EXT(0), and in the latter case
it is contained in a common edge with a vertex in EXT(2). 
Lemma 3.15. All vertices in EXT are contained in at most two edges, and every vertex
with label vyi  v
h([vyi ]l
i′ for l ≥ 1 is contained in at most one edge. Furthermore, the
neighbor of any vertex vyi  v
h([vyi ]l)
i′ in EXT(l) is v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]l−1)
i′′ or v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]l+1)
i′′ for
some i′′. Therefore, the graph EXT splits into string and band components, such that
the band components and strings of length greater than one occur between levels EXT(0)
and EXT(1).
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Proof. Recall from property E2 that vyi  v
h([vyi ]1)
i′ is connected by an edge to v
x
j  vxj′ ∈
EXT(0) if and only if vyi ∈ T1, vxj
p
/o/o/o vyi is the longest left direct path in Γ ending at
vyi , and there is a path v
x
j′
p′
/o/o/o v
h([vyi ]1)
i′
with A(p′) = [vyi ]1A(p). It is clear that there is
only one such vertex, if it exists. If such a path does exist, then there is no edge in EXT
between vyi  v
h([vyi ]1)
i′ and v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]2)
i′′ , since this would mean that v
h([vyi ]1)
i′ and v
h([vyi ]2)
i′′
are contained in an edge e in Γ with w(e) = [vyi ]2. This contradicts proposition 2.4, since
v
h([vyi ]1)
i′ would be in two edges of the same color. Otherwise, v
y
i  v
h([vyi ]1)
i′ is connected to
the vertex vyi  v
h([vyi ]2)
i′′ in EXT if and only if there is an edge v
h([vyi ]1)
i′
e
v
h([vyi ]2)
i′′
with
w(e) = [vyi ]2, by property E3. By definition of the Up and Down graph, this describes a
unique vertex.
As for the other vertices, the lemma is clear from property E1. 
In terms of the complex M•, the above lemma says that the kernel of the map
Hom(δ2,Mµ)) is spanned by the elements {vyi  vyi′} vyi ∈T2
i′=1,...,βy
∪ {vyi  vh([v
y
i ]1)
i′ } vyi ∈T1 ∪ S1
i′=1,...,β
h([v
y
i
]1)
which share no edge with vertices in EXT(2).
Lemma 3.16. No string in EXT has both endpoints in EXT(1).
Proof. Suppose that there is a string with one endpoint vy0j0v
y′0
j′0
∈ EXT(1) and containing
the following substring:
vx1i1  v
x1
i′1
PPP
PPP
PPP
vy0j0  v
y′0
j′0
vx2i2  v
x2
i′2
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
S
vy1j1  v
y′1
j′1
...
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
vxnin  v
xn
i′n
PPP
PPP
PPP
v
yn−1
jn−1  v
y′n−1
j′n−1
vynjn  v
y′n
j′n
with vxtit  v
xt
i′t
∈ EXT(0) and vysjs  vy
′
s
j′s
∈ EXT(1). We will show that the string does not
end in the vertex vynjn  v
y′n
j′n
. Recall by definition of the graph EXT that for such a string
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to exist, we must have paths
vx1i1
p0
/o/o/o/o
q1
%e%e
%e%e
vy0j0
vx2i2
p1
/o/o/o/o
q2
(h(h
(h(h
(h
vy1j1
'g'g
'g'g
...
vxnin
/o/o/o
qn %e
%e%e
%e
v
yn−1
jn−1
vynjn
in Γ. A small notational point: if p is a direct path which starts (resp. ends) in the vertex
vzl , with e the edge of p incident to said vertex, then we write (z, p) := (z, c(w(e))).
Case 1: Assume that vy0j0 , v
yn
in
∈ T2. Let pn be the longest left path terminating in vynin
with pn 6= qn (this is guaranteed since vynin is a 2-target). Similarly, let q0 be the
longest left path terminating in vy0j0 with q0 6= p0.
A: If i′0 < i0, then (y0, p0) = −1. If not, then by lemma 2.7 there would be
a path q′0 terminating at v
y0
i0
in Γ with A(q′0) = A(q0). By definition of the
graph EXT, then, there would be an other edge terminating at the vertex
vy0i0  v
y0
i′0
.
A1: if i′n > in, then (yn, qn) = −1 by lemma 2.7. Thus, by proposition
2.4, (yn, pn) = 1. Therefore, again by lemma 2.7, there is a path p
′
n
in Γ terminating at vyni′n with A(p
′
n) = A(pn), so there is another edge
in EXT containing the vertex vynin  v
yn
i′n
.
A2: if i′n < in, then (yn, qn) = 1 by lemma 2.7. Thus, by proposition 2.4,
(yn, pn) = −1. Therefore, again by lemma 2.7, there is a path p′n in
Γ terminating at vyni′n with A(p
′
n) = A(pn), so there is another edge in
EXT containing the vertex vynin  v
yn
i′n
.
B: If i′0 > i0, then (y0, p0) = 1, by the same reasoning at Subcase A. The
subcases B1 and B2 are analogous to A1 and A2.
Case 2: Assume that vy0j0 ∈ T2 while vynin ∈ T1. We will show that Let (i′n)− be the integer
such that there is an edge v
yn
(i′n)−
e
v
h([vynin ]1)
i′n
in Γ with w(e) = [vynin ]1. This is
guaranteed to exist by the definition of [vynin ]1 (refer to property E2 in proposition
3.13).
A: Suppose (i0)
′ < i0. Then (y0, p0) = −1 by definition of Γ.
A1: If (i′n)
− < in, then (yn, qn) = 1, and since there is a path eqn in Γ with
w(e) = [vynin ]1, we must have that (yn, [v
yn
in
]1) = −1. If this were the
case, then by the definition of the edges in Γ, there would be an edge
e′ with w(e′) = [vynin ]1 with one end at the vertex v
yn
in
. This contradicts
the assumption that vynin is a 1-target.
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A2: Similarly, if i−n > in, then (yn, qn) = 1, and since there is a path eqn in
Γ with w(e) = [vynin ]1, we have that (yn, [v
yn
in
]1) = −1. If this were the
case, then there would be an edge e′ with w(e′) = [vynin ]1 with one end
at the vertex vynin , contradicting the assumption of v
yn
in
being a 1-target.
B: Suppose that (i0)
′ > i0. Then (y0, p0) = 1 by definition of Γ. Subcases b1
and b2 are the same as above with signs of  flipped.
Case 3: Assume that vy0i0 ∈ T1 and vynin ∈ T2. Let pn be the left direct path in Γ of
maximal length with endpoint vynin and pn 6= qn (guaranteed since the vertex is
a 2-target). As above, let (i′0)
− be the integer such that there is an edge e with
endpoints vy0(i′0)−
and v
h([v
y0
i0
]1)
i′0
.
A: Suppose that (i′0)
− < i0. Then (y0, [v
y0
i0
]1) = 1, so (y0, p0) = −1.
A1: If i′n < in, then (yn, qn) = 1, so (yn, pn) = −1. But then by lemma
2.7, there is an edge p′n with A(pn) = A(p
′
n) one of whose endpoints is
vyni′n .
A2: If i′n > in, then (yn, qn) = 1, (yn, pn) = 1. By lemma 2.7, there is an
edge p′n with A(pn) = A(p
′
n) one of whose endpoints is v
yn
i′n
.
B: If (i′0)
− > i0, then the same arguments hold with the values of  exchanged.
Case 4: Assume that vy0i0 , v
yn
in
∈ T1.
A: Suppose (i′0)
− < i0, so (y0, [v
y0
i0
]1) = −1 and (y0, p0) = 1.
A1: If (i′n)
− < in, then (yn, qn) = −1 by lemma 2.7. But if this were the
case, then there would be an edge e in Γ with w(e) = [vynin ]1 and one of
whose endpoints was vynin . This contradicts the assumption that said
vertex was a 1-target.
A2: If (i′n)
− > in, then (yn, qn) = 1 by lemma 2.7. If this were the case,
then there would be an edge e in Γ with w(e) = [vynin ]1 and one of whose
endpoints was vynin . This contradicts the assumption that said vertex
was a 1-target.
B: If (i′0)
− < i0, then the same argument holds with the values of  exchanged.

3.4. Homology and the EXT graph. Let us pause to interpret the above results into
data concerning the maps Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ) and Hom(δ(Mλ)0,Mµ). Recall that a vertex
vxi  vyj corresponds to the basis element vxi ⊗ eyj . By lemma 3.14, there are no isolated
vertices in EXT(1), and by lemma 3.15, if Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ) : vxi ⊗ eyj 7→ vx′i′ ⊗ ey
′
j′ , then
after reordering the chosen basis, Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ) takes the form
1 0 . . . 0
0 ∗ . . . ∗
...
...
. . .
...
0 ∗ . . . ∗

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In particular, ker(Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ)) is precisely the span of those vertices in EXT(1)
that have an edge in common with a vertex in EXT(0).
It remains to be shown that every other vertex in EXT(1) corresponds to a basis
element that is in the image of Hom(δ(Mλ)0,Mµ). This will show that the image of
said map equals the kernel of Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ). Let us denote by C1, C2, . . . , Cm the
connected components of the induced subgraph on the vertices EXT(0)∪EXT(1). Then
Hom(δ(Mλ)1,Mµ) can be written in block form:
δC1 0 . . . 0
0 δC2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . .
0 . . . 0 δCm 0

Therefore, it suffices to show that each block corresponding to a connected component
is surjective.
Lemma 3.17. If vxj  vyi ∈ EXT(1) is contained in a string between levels 0 and 1, then
vxj ⊗ eyi ∈ im(Hom(δ(Mλ)0,Mµ)).
Proof. Suppose that the vertex is contained in the connected component Ci, and that Ci
is a string. We have shown in lemma 3.16 that if a string is between levels 0 and 1, then
either one endpoint lies in level 0 and the other in level 1, or both endpoints lie in level
0. In the first case, δCi is strictly upper triangular with nonzero entries on the diagonal
which must be from the set {±1,±λ,±µ}. Therefore, the map is invertible. In the
second case, there is one more vertex in level EXT(0) than in EXT(1), and (δCi)j,j 6= 0
for each j, so the given map is surjective. 
Lemma 3.18. If Ci is a band, then δ(Ci) is an isomorphism.
Proof. If a component Ci is cyclic, then it must come from the following cycles on
ΓQ,c(β, r, ):
vx0i0
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
p1
/o/o/o vy0j0
vx1i1
q1 >~>~
>~
>~
p2
/o/o/o vy1j1
<|
<|
<|
<|
<|
...
vxnin
qn−1
<|
<|
<|
<|
<|
pn
/o/o/o vynjn
vx0i′0
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
p1
/o/o/o vy0j′0
vx1i′1
q1 ??
?
?
p2
/o/o/o vy1j′1
<|
<|
<|
<|
<|
...
vxni′n
qn−1
<|
<|
<|
<|
<|
pn
/o/o/o vynj′n
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In particular, by definition of δ(Mλ)1, the matrix of δ(Ci) takes the following form:
1 −λ 0 0 . . . 0
0 ±1 ±1 0 . . . 0
0 0 ±1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
±1 0 . . . ±1

where one of the diagonal entries is µ, and in each row there is exactly one positive and
one negative entry. Then it is an elementary exercise (expanding by the first column
and calculating the determinant of upper or lower triangular matrices) to show that
det δ(Ci) = ±(λ−µ). Since, by assumption, λ 6= µ, we have that δ(Ci) is nonsingular. 
Now that part (a) of the theorem is proved, we move to part (b), recalled here:
Proposition 3.19. Suppose that ΓQ,c(β, r, ) consists of a single band component, and
let λ ∈ (k∗)B(Γ) = k∗. Let Mλ = MQ,c(β, r, )λ. Then
Ext1kQ/Ic(Mλ,Mλ) = 1.
Proof. The projective dimension of Mλ is one by the constructions above. Furthermore,
there is exactly one band component in the graph EXT, since there is exactly one pair
of bands b1, b2 in Γ with the A(pi) = A(p
′
i) and A(qi) = A(q
′
i) as in the proof of lemma
3.18. Therefore, the image of the restriction of the map Hom(P (Mλ)•,Mλ) to the vectors
vxkik ⊗ exkik is in the span of the vectors vykj′k ⊗ e
yk
j′k
. Again, as in the proof of lemma 3.18,
the restriction of said map to the aforementioned subspaces relative to the basis given
above is
C =

−λ 1
±λ ±1
±1 ±1
±1 ±1
±1 . . .
±1
±1 1
. . . ±1
±1 ±1

.
Recall that in each row there is exactly one positive and one negative entry. Therefore,
the sum of the last n − 1 columns of this matrix is

1
±1
0
...
0
 where the sign of the second
entry is opposite of the sign of ±λ. Therefore, the first column is in the span of the last
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n− 1 columns. Column reducing gives the matrix
C =

0 1
0 ±1
±1 ±1
±1 ±1
±1 . . .
±1
±1 1
. . . ±1
±1 ±1

.
The lower right n−1×n−1 minor is clearly non-zero, since it is a strictly lower triangular
matrix, so this map has rank n − 1, showing that the complex Hom(P (Mλ)•,Mλ) has
exactly one dimensional homology at Hom(P (Mλ)1,Mλ). 
Proof of theorem 3.5 By lemma 3.17, blocks corresponding to strings on EXT are
surjective, and by lemma 3.18, blocks corresponding to bands on EXT are surjective, so
the homology of the complex
Hom(P (Mλ)0,Mµ) // Hom(P (Mλ)1,Mµ) // . . .
vanishes in the first degree.

4. Higher Extension Groups
The graphical representation given above can be used to calculate higher extension
groups. For each vertex vxj ∈ S1 ∪T1, let Xj,x be the complex
Mx
[vxj ]1) // Mh([vxj ]1)
[vxj ]2 // Mh([vxj ]2
[vxj ]3 // . . . .
Furthermore, if vxj ∈ ISO, let X+j,x be the complex
Mx
[vxj ]
+
1 // Mh([vxj ]
+
1 )
[vxj ]
+
2 // . . . ,
and analogously for X−j,x. Let h
i(X) be the dimension of the i-th homology space of the
complex X.
Corollary 4.1. Let ΓQ,c(β, r, ) be an up-and-down graph for (Q, c) a gentle string alge-
bra. Then
dim Exti(MQ,c(β, r)λ,MQ,c(β, r)µ) =
∑
vxj ∈S1 ∪T1
hi(Xj,x) +
∑
vxj ∈ISO
(
hi(X+j,x) + h
i(X−j,x)
)
.
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4.1. Example. We finish by exhibiting the EXT graph for example 2.6. Recall that we
chose Θ(b) = v
(6)
1 for the band component. By proposition 3.11, the projective resolution
of the representation in the example is given by
Mλ P
3
1 ⊕ P 24oo P2 ⊕ P3 ⊕ P 25 ⊕ P6
δ0oo P3
δ1oo
where
δ0 =

−r1 0 0 0 −λb2g1
0 0 −g1 0 p2r1
0 0 0 g1 0
p1 −g2b1 0 0 0
0 r2p1 b1 0 0
 δ1 =

0
g2
0
0
0

The associated EXT graph is obtained by applying Hom(−,Mµ) to the resolution, so we
have the complex:
(Mµ)
3
1 ⊕ (Mµ)24
Hom(δ0,Mµ) // (Mµ)2 ⊕ (Mµ)3 ⊕ (Mµ)25 ⊕ (Mµ)6
Hom(δ1,Mµ) // (Mµ)3
The EXT graph is depicted below, with the vertices lying in a cyclic component of the
graph boxed.
v
(1)
1  v
(1)
1
v
(1)
1  v
(1)
2
v
(1)
1  v
(1)
3
v
(1)
2  v
(1)
1
v
(1)
2  v
(1)
2
v
(1)
2  v
(1)
3
v
(1)
3  v
(1)
1
v
(1)
3  v
(1)
2
v
(1)
3  v
(1)
3
v
(4)
1  v
(4)
1
v
(4)
1  v
(4)
2
v
(4)
2  v
(4)
1
v
(4)
2  v
(4)
2
v
(2)
3  v
(2)
1
v
(2)
3  v
(2)
2
v
(2)
3  v
(2)
3
v
(2)
3  v
(2)
4
v
(3)
1  v
(3)
1
v
(5)
2  v
(5)
1
v
(5)
2  v
(5)
2
v
(5)
2  v
(5)
3
v
(1)
3  v
(5)
1
v
(1)
3  v
(5)
2
v
(1)
3  v
(5)
3
v
(6)
1  v
(6)
1
v
(6)
1  v
(6)
2
v
(1)
3  v
(3)
1
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